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About This Game

A week from a Redneck's life:
Deer Diary:

Munday: Well, we crash-landed that UFO in the desert and Bubba says he wants to go home. Heck, I don't blame him 'cause
there ain't no place like Hickston. But according to my map, we're gonna have to blast our way through jack o' lope farms and a

riverboat as well as a brothel (Bubba can't wait) 'fore we get home again.
Toosday: Met new folks like Daisy Mae (she's purty). Bikers, pigs, cows and jack o' lopes. I think I even saw the King at the

Slurp n' Burp.
Winsday: Yeehaw! Got to joyride in a Swamp Buggy and a motorcycle that were both armed to the teeth. I hope those peoples I

ran over will be alrite. I still got a darn jack 'o lope stuck in the grill though.
Thersday: New ways to destroy stuff! I found over 10 weapons like a crossbow that shoots dynamite-loaded chickens and a

slingblade. Mmmm-Hmm!
Fri-day: Sure am hungry! I just need some good ol' redneck powerups like pork rinds, cow pies and some of my granpappy's

moonshine!
Saterday: Boy I sure so like those toe tapping tunes by that good ol' boy Mojo Nixon.

Sunday: Heck! With all the new places we been, I sure wish my kinfolk could've come along for the ride!
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Title: Redneck Rampage
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, RPG
Developer:
Xatrix Entertainment
Publisher:
Interplay
Release Date: 30 Apr, 1997

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10)

Processor: 1 GHz Processor (1.4 GHz recommended)

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7 (compatible with DirectX 9 recommended)

Storage: 592 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard

English
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I don't hate MouseCraft. I had a good time with what I played, but on my third crash I had to call it quits. Of what I experienced,
it's a decent puzzler that does a lot right, but fails on a fundamental level of player engagement. I know it may seem silly that I'm
reviewing it after such a poor experience but my interest was already faultering when the third crash wiped a good bit of
progress.

Even with bitter feelings, I could see it's ambition and admired the execution, but feel that the style of puzzles just didn't click
with my pallete. The production values are phenomenal, and while the soundtrack wasn't anything to write home about, the
general atmosphere of testing and stylized assets definitely brought home the package. Puzzles are adequately challenging, and
the constant stream of new twists definitely kept the boat rolling (the reputed tetris blocks being the most enjoyable to use), but
even with all the right parts of the equation, MouseCraft just didn't do enough to keep my attention.

This is one I feel I may revisit one day if I feel my experience would fare better, but as of now I will give it a hesitant
recommendation. I'm highly curious to see, if anything, what the studio has gone on to make next.

. Graphics leave a lot to be desired, the movement is slow, and the story is boring; if you mess something up and save overa
previous game file, you have to restart which is super frustrating. If the game costs moer than $.99 don't bother.. Awesome
game , I was sceptical about how good this was going to be but was plesantly surprised.

PROS

Graphics - nice graphics and good zoom in

UI - lots of easy tools to help you manage the prices and find and help animals needs

Customization - tons of terrain options and decoritive changes to each item to make your park unique. The terrain even affects
your animals happiness.

Animal management - You dont just place animals and watch them , you actually have to design their pens to keep them happy
which is cool.

CONS

Rotating and making items line up to 90 degree angles is a pain. their might be an easy way to do this with a hot key but the
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tutorial didnt explain how to do it.

Selling Animals is kind of a pain when you have a bunch. Sorting them is buggy but not too bad.. 6 player local?cheap? hell
yeah. A little glitchy at times (HUD resetting and object clipping) but still a better platformer than Lukeys Tale. Would like
some kind of fighting modifiers (R1+X to vertical strike) instead of mashing through four different attacks everytime you
attack. In all, I really enjoy it. Single dev game too.. Game worked fine for me. For the super low price in a sale it's worth it; full
price it isn't.. Cool theme of that napkin game dots, the one you play with your parents or siblings while waiting for dinner at a
restraunt. Simple, easy, fun. Worth the buck.
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Game devs, take note; This is how you ensure there is no dull moment in your game.

When you have only one musician or musical group making the soundtrack, they're gonna burn themselves out and slump on a few
of the tracks. This is evident in nearly every single game that has ever been made - there's always at least one song that just doesn't
quite pull its own weight.

But when you have multiple artists contributing, each track will contain no less than the artist's absolute passion. Every single track
is either the artist's only contribution, or one of their few contributions to the game. The setting they're helping establish is their
setting, and so the song will be a perfect match filled to the brim with inspiration.

More games need to do this. It would benefit the games tenfold, and musicians everywhere would thrive.. This was a great game. I
miss it.

People who dis-like this game, please keep in mind this was in 2003. Not much could be done with the NPCS like now in 2017.. I
like how original PS2 port has re-make to HD version and made for various platforms.
My frist known of this game around 06' but that day I still won't interested to buy. Sadly, I missed from the old day....
But today, I bought this game on Steam by myself and played it for moment, I really enjoy it! I knew this game has made from
2005 and everyone has nostalgia feeling, so, I can feeling it too! I mean, I like the old Classic 3D perform like this, like Ratchet &
Clank, Sly Cooper, and Jak & Dexter, but this kinda similar perform from those. I'd say that...

Overall, It's a well done game port from original with upgrade graphics. I don't know about original port much, so far, its looks
different between original and HD version. I just search around Google.. One of the best visual novels I've ever played. Besides
interesting characters and just gorgeous art it has this really neat mystic adventure vibe that makes the story all the more appealing
and immersive and leaves you begging for more.
Can't wait for the next chapters.. A Really Bad Rust Clone. Don't waste money on this!. It's a great game for simple fun, quick
races without high stakes. Even though collision avoidance bugs out sometimes and leaves you freefalling underneath the map, and
the things the dev said they fixed in the last update weren't fixed for me (Although I'm on Mac, maybe that's the reason), I would
suggest the buy. 3 dollars is a fair price, and a could be a good investment -- as it's a new game and will develop further.
P.S. for the dev: Practice is the correct spelling. C, not S.. Well, this game is entertaining, funny and has somehow a replay value.
Dev is also a great guy. What more could you possibly expect from a $1 indie game?
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